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Agenda (I)

▪ Galen/Atlantica opening: Introductions, objectives, ground rules
▪ Peter Marks (FDA): Pursuing the long tail of rare diseases, FDA objectives 
▪ Mike Lehmicke (ARM): Opening remarks
▪ Tim Charlebois (NIIMBL): Opening remarks

Phillip Kurs (FDA)
▪ Statutory considerations shaping the Designation Program for Platform Technologies
Fyodor Urnov
▪ Development approaches and risk-benefit for an ‘n of 1’ therapy
Galen/Atlantica synthesis of opportunities from pre-meeting discussions 
▪ Introducing building blocks
▪ Vehicles to deliver building blocks, and evidentiary requirements
What are the limitations of cell and gene therapy without building blocks?  What is the role of every 
stakeholder in promoting standardization?
▪ Group discussion

Technology-specific breakout groups to test potential building blocks
▪ Describe: What element of development, manufacture or delivery can be re-used across programs?
▪ Defend: What is the case for this element as a building block?  Contrarian views?
▪ Define: What are the measurable parameters that define that building block?
▪ Bound: What specific elements (e.g., mfg’ing) of a building block must be fixed across applications?
▪ Disseminate: What is the vehicle for the developer or industry to reference a building block? 
▪ Value: What steps in development can be omitted or done more efficiently? What is the value?

▪ x

Set up
9 – 9:30

Problem definition & impact
9:30-10:30

Consideration of building blocks
10:30 – 1:00

Break

LNPs AAV
iPSC
cell line



Agenda (II)

Individual case study teams present findings back to group 
▪ Developer perspectives
▪ FDA evidence requirements 
▪ Discussion

Common themes across cases studies
▪ What defines a robust building block?
▪ On what aspects of drug development should companies compete, and where are pre-competitive 

approaches needed? 
▪ What do developers need to do differently to introduce and validate building blocks? What does the 

FDA need to do differently?  

Case study outcomes, 
implications

1:45 – 3:30 

Next steps and closing
3:30 – 4:00

Lunch (1:00 pm)

▪ Peter Marks: Closing reflections and take-aways
▪ Galen/Atlantica: Roadmap for progress 
▪ Close 

Break (if needed)



Platform 
Technologies 
Designation 
Program

CBER Regulated 
Products
Phillip Kurs, J.D.
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Introduction in Prevent Pandemics Act

• Designation program created as part of 2022 
PREVENT Pandemics Act

• Section 2503 of the PREVENT Pandemics Act 
amended the Federal Food Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act to add “Sec 506K Platform Technologies”
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Platform Technology Designation Criteria
• “A platform technology incorporated within or utilized by a . . 

. biological product is eligible for designation as a designated 
platform technology under this section if—
– (1) the platform technology is incorporated in, or utilized by, . . . a 

biological product licensed under section 351 of the Public Health 
Service Act;

– (2) preliminary evidence . . . demonstrates that the platform 
technology has the potential to be incorporated in, or utilized by, 
more than one drug without an adverse effect on quality, 
manufacturing, or safety; and 

– (3) data or information . . . indicates that incorporation or 
utilization of the platform technology has a reasonable likelihood 
to bring significant efficiencies to the drug development or 
manufacturing process and to the review process.”
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Platform Technology definition
• “Definitions.—For purposes of this section:

– (1) The term ‘platform technology’ means a well-understood 
and reproducible technology . . . that the Secretary 
determines to be appropriate, that the sponsor 
demonstrates—
• (A) is incorporated in or utilized by a drug or biological product and is 

essential to the structure or function of such drug or biological 
product;

• (B) can be adapted for, incorporated into, or utilized by, more than 
one drug or biological product sharing common structural elements; 
and

• (C) facilitates the manufacture or development of more than one 
drug or biological product through a standardized production or 
manufacturing process or processes.”
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Rule of Construction
• “Nothing in this section shall be construed to—

– alter the authority of the Secretary to ... license 
biological products pursuant to section 351 of the Public 
Health Service Act, including standards of evidence and 
applicable conditions for approval or  licensure under 
the applicable Act; or  

– confer any new rights with respect to the permissibility 
of a sponsor of an application for a . . . biological 
product referencing information contained in another 
application submitted by the holder of . . . a license 
under section 351(a) of the Public Health Service Act.’’ 
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Knowledge and Control of 
Manufacturing Process

• “As a scientific matter [for 351(a) BLAs] . . . a 
license holder is expected to have knowledge of 
and control over the manufacturing process for 
the biological product for which it has a 
license.”
– Quality Considerations in Demonstrating 

Biosimilarity of a Therapeutic Protein Product to a 
Reference Product; Guidance for Industry (April 
2015)





Developing and Derisking an N=1 
CRISPR Therapy:
a Tale of Two Gaps
and What We Could Do About Them
Fyodor Urnov

Professor of Molecular Therapeutics, 
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, 
University of California, Berkeley

Scientific Director, Innovative Genomics Institute, UC Berkeley
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Jinek et al Science (2012) 337: 816-821 | Pacesa et al Cell (2022) 185: 4067-4081.



Frangoul et al NEJM 2021



+

Frangoul et al NEJM 2021 | Vertex FDA AdCom 2023



Gap #1:

Rapid progress in genome-editing two blood diseases 

(SCD+TDT) has, at present, no path to affecting 112,000 

patients with editable blood disease



“[Patient] presented at the age of 
2 mo with recurrent skin abscesses 
and skin rash.

The patient died of transplant-
related complications 
[at 10 months of age].”

What killed this child?

a novel mutation in the SLP76 gene



The mutation that killed this child was actionably editable



TWO MONTHS from mutation to clinical lead ready to go 
ONE MONTH to make+release cell product 

3 months to clinical outcome



If you change something – eg the gRNA and the ssODN – 
it’s a new product, so back to square 1

Patient Cause Effector Efficacy Safety CMC Regulatory Trial

~ 4 years, $7m (academic pricing)

~ 4 years, $7m (academic pricing)

SLP76





505 different inborn errors of immunity
>112,000 patients

ZERO gene editing trials for them
ONE approved gene therapy product



The current nonclinical pharmtox, CMC, and regulatory 

framework need an upgrade to align with the clinically 

established platform nature of 

CRISPR-Cas genome editing

AND the unmet medical need in “rare” diseases.





Gap #2:

Rapid progress in genome-editing the liver (Verve, Intellia, 

soon others) has, at present, near no path to affecting 

>2,500 US newborns per year with inborn errors of 

metabolism



Phenylketonuria:

1 in 15,000 live births in the US

Universal screening at birth

Over 90% of the newborns could be 
CRISPR-gene-edited to health in their first 
year of life.

Same for 2,500 newborns with other IEMs.

100% of the relevant technologies – 
CRISPR and LNP delivery – exist.

http://www.biopku.org/home/docs/variants_all.pdf
https://depts.washington.edu/pku/about/diet.html



Patient Cause Effector Efficacy Safety CMC Regulatory Trial

$7,000,000

4 years



Patient Cause Effector Efficacy Safety CMC Regulatory Trial



Same nuclease, same manufacture

Different nonviral templates for different IEIs

Same nuclease, same manufacture,
same disease

Different guide RNAs for different mutations

IGI-Originated Reductions of This To Practice

With Jennifer Puck, Mort Cowan, Matt Kan, Don Kohn

With Michelle Hermiston, Brian Shy, Jeff Goldberg, Carlo Condello



A key way to find out how to safely edit people is to edit 

more people.

 “Academic” INDs for ”N=rare” will dose a small number of 

subjects but will yield ”rising tide lifts all boats” data on 

what matters and what does not matter in preclinical space 

AND WILL HELP INFORM AGENCY THINKING.



CRISPR Catch-2023:

A key way to find out how to  safely and efficiently genome-edit people is to 

edit more people.

This requires new nonclinical frameworks to take editing to clinic.

This, in turn, requires more clinical data on what matters and what does not 

at the nonclinical stage.

Not enough clinical data because current path to IND is long and expensive. If there were more clinical data we’d improve it.
But we cannot improve it because that current path is, itself, an obstacle to improving it.



Maria Jasin | Dana Carroll, Matthew Porteus, David Baltimore, Sangamo, others | Jennifer Doudna, Emmanuelle Charpentier | Lazzarotto et al Nature Biotechnology (2022) 38: 1317-1327 
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CRISPR Cures 2033?



AAV

LNP-mRNA

LNP-Cas9

iPSC

Lenti



Objective and guardrails

Improve time and resource efficiency of CGT development and 
regulatory review by leveraging elements that can serve as building 
blocks across programs

The objective should be pursued subject to the following 
guardrails:

▪ Maintain patient safety

▪ Avoid freezing in place the state of the art in CGT innovation

▪ Allow dissemination and use of productive platforms

Objective

Guardrails



Building blocks framework

What is the 
building block?

How is it 
characterized?

What resource 
savings does its 

use allow?

Who can 
reference it 

and on what 
basis?



How to create and disseminate building blocks

Designated 
technology platforms

Use: Developer’s prior 
knowledge, expertise 

Share: Existing best practice / prior 
knowledge

Create / codify: Sector-wide effort to develop 
shareable building blocks

Who 
develops

Needed 
for use 

Vehicle for 
dissemination 

▪ Medicine 
sponsor

▪ Approved drug
▪ FDA-designated 

platform

▪ Original 
developer

▪ Licensee

▪ Medicine 
sponsor

▪ CDMO

▪ Meet guidance
▪ Review 

decision

▪ Regulatory 
guidance, 
historic reviews

▪ Coalition
▪ Association

▪ Regulatory 
clarity

▪ Voluntary info 
sharing

▪ Any developer 
or CDMO (?)

▪ Coalition
▪ Association

▪ Publication ▪ Any developer 
or CDMO

Designated 

Technology Platform



Specific examples of potential building blocks: 

Case studies for technology-specific breakout 

groups to consider

iPSCs

AAV

LNPs

4 case studies

4 case studies

3 case studies
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